
Provider Call Covid-19 

Chair Sophie Chester-Glyn (Manor Community & Coproduce Care)  

David Smallacombe (Care & Support West) 

Date 22.07.2020 

Time 4:00pm – 5.00pm 

 

Speakers:  

• Sophie Chester Glyn 

• David Smallacombe 

• Claire Mould 

• Marvin Rees 

 

(Attendees: ) 

 

4.00-4.10 Introduction from Sophie 

4.10-4.15 David Care and Support West Update 

4.15-4.35 Discussion Forum  

4.30-4.45 Claire Mould Care Provider  

4.45-5 Marvin Rees – Update 10 minute Q&A 

Introduction from Sophie  

Sophie 

• Today going to be a slightly different than normal to have more a discussion. Mentions 

the second wave and how we can prepare, what we can improve on for the winter and 

autumn. We will also have care provider perspective (Claire) and her organization. Then 

later joined by Marvin to close us off.  

• whole raft of guidance out in the last 24 hours, have any care providers looked at it? I 

haven’t read it myself but knows there is concern. Put locals back on decision making. 

BSSNG. Co-ordination, support and information sharing. What are our thoughts on the 

guidance? Some talks about the masks, how we are managing that. IPC fund may be 

extended, may be worth checking up what they are doing. Investigation into the 

distribution to PPE, there is a contact to care England if we want to submit evidence.  

• really need discussion about the second wave. The virus will thrive in the winter, let’s use 

this time to plan and what we need from our local authorities. One way I thought of doing 

this is doing an open letter, be an interesting way to have some views from a provider 

perspective on what our local authorities did well, what we want to continue and some 

suggestions on improvements we need going forward. Gives us strength as a group.  



• we have put together a survey monkey, so we can put it together into an open letter. Easy 

way to get all our views together to present to our local authorities (specific details on 

what authorities are provided in the survey). Questions we are asking what do you think 

should be done to support providers, and how to go forward. Explains survey in detail. 

Now we will go into a discussion around this for five minutes, handing over to David to 

update care and support west and what to put in the letter. 

 

David Care and Support West Update  

David 

• David said there will be a safeguarding workshop on Zoom 23rd of September – BSSNG, 

bath and north east Somerset.  

• CSW Comms from us every 3 days a week. CSW are working with Bristol City Council on 

their outbreak planning and reshaping adult social care. CSW Restarting their quarterly 

meetings with CQC,  

• are about to sort out our strategy, about how we are doing this for the next 2/3 years. 

With a satisfaction survey. Our awards would have been this year in October but now will 

be next October 2021. Reopening the processes for that. Conference postponed to June 

next year, still will be about wellbeing support and development with most of the same 

speakers.  

• Registered managers networks are about to recommence over Zoom, providers should 

get in touch with Nick Albert 

• Contract for this year’s workforce development fund funding will be provided by Care and 

support west, providers should send any questions around this to David 

 

Discussion Forum 

Sophie 

• Kate Terroni, The chief inspector for health and social care is on our livestream at 7pm 

next Wednesday 

• Wednesday we have Karolina Gerlich from the Care Workers Charity 

• next week we can present our survey results to the group 

David 

• Letter should go to all mps in region 

Oonagh  

• If we can include in the letter, how we want to reset care. We need to focus on pay, and 

career structure. It is a national government issue and there is a need to recognise the 

sector as a whole.  

• Great to cover diversity and power of this group 

David 

• Letter should go to all mps in region 



 

Oonagh  

• If we can include in the letter, how we want to reset care. We need to focus on pay, and 

career structure. It is a national government issue and there is a need to recognise the 

sector as a whole.  

• Great to cover diversity and power of this group 

David 

• from our group - clarity around outbreak plans, being developed without talking to 

providers, makes sense you should.  

• Triggering LRF support? questions around comms systems for care generally as well.  

• Proper funding for care, living wage. Culture, providers being part of the solution, need to 

talk to them. NHS and acute care can’t survive without social care and vice versa. Can be 

as small or very new organisation but still need to be involved in planning early on, 

influencing development not then learning afterwards what worked well or not. 

Sophie 

• process for clearing open letter and please share. And before we go to Claire, please can I 

ask to think about what to ask the mayor, this is a really powerful opportunity we may 

never have again. 

Claire Mould – Care Provider 

• CINTA, 40th anniversary. Res supported living and community services across BBNSSG. 

Concern in my team. Remember the complex mental health needs and physical 

disabilities that very quickly were locked down, so when they needed face to face 

explanation we could not go near to abide by safety.  

• Used tech like zoom. Had challenges, not everyone had skills or confidence. Built in phone 

support and extend creative ways forward.  We have seen engagement increase, maybe 

because we can offer more not strict times or settings. Certainly going to hold on to some 

of these.  

• Team needed to introduce activities so did that online, art, cooking, virtual walks. As 

successful as possible. Not ideal though, how can we improve this? My concern is this is a 

group that has been ignored and this is really important with easing of lockdown. What 

happens if you live in flats, getting mixed messages from gov, PHE, social media and then 

support workers asking who do you trust. Imagine latest guidance of easing with masks 

but not at all times if you have LDs. It is confusing for all of us, need to work really 

carefully.  

• need to be aware of inequalities in health, already some in community anxious. Then 

saying appointments fine but what about risks in public spaces, like lifts? If I am anxious 

and don’t want to mix in lifts I might stay in.  

• need to be realistic of challenges for community workers. Still haven’t heard whole 

service testing for community services even though further push for community support. 

and this is for people who really need this face to face support and requires travel around 

community. Arranging test for someone in community when you can’t enter house or 

help with actual test.  



• Third – need to focus on staff, guidance is not clear and lot of issues with safety still – 

already exhausted.  

 

Sophie  

• thanks, and I really appreciate need to balance new guide for visitors and we are trying to 

get head around safety. Going to Marvin now, thank you. 

 

Marvin Rees – Update 10 minute Q&A 

Marvin 

• Helen and I wrote open letter to care workers across the patch to say thank you, hasn’t 

always been appreciated before. Know it is not glamorous but care is a massive priority 

for us and hope funding shows. Welcome Claire’s comments, we are putting inclusion and 

equality at centre. 

David 

• Representation across care sector is important, across BCC there are very small providers 

and very large providers. we speak to them so would like to know about bringing that in. 

Oonagh 

• care home visits, now we need PHE but we could be feeding into that. Most planning 

done without us, CSW brought in. 

Sophie 

• Just want to add to that, we are connecting people. And the frustration is that we have a 

lot to give back, we really want to help you with your solutions. We want to see better 

representation.  

Marvin 

• how do we set that up then? We face same frustrations in local gov, we found out at the 

same time as you and had to work out what it meant.  

David 

• I would be happy to do that. 

Len 

• behalf of industry, thanks for distancing from blaming care homes statement. This is a 

once in a lifetime opportunity a pandemic, we have been talking about care changing a 

long time. Aware LA is as much a victim of what is happening as we are. So think it is 

important for us all to work together to get what we think up the top of the tree. 

Deian 

• same frustrations, we are not told anything until it happens. As providers we have had to 

chase through guidance suddenly and explain changes to families who might think we are 



choosing who can come in. could we have a shared comms? We are getting calls already 

but were already doing garden visits since the start.  

 

Sarah 

• Will the JSNA not be the appropriate approach? 

Marvin 

• Two points here. One is about specific sessions about lessons learnt. Have a chat amongst 

yourselves then put them forward. What is the structure to enable the care sector 

systematically represented?  

Sophie 

• We are putting a list of what the sector really needs and putting that forward in the next 

two/three weeks.  

Marvin 

• Certainly creating a pathway to speaking and attending the board is certainly welcomed. 

Worked really hard to write a plan for Bristol, homes, education etc.. each of those 

strands is headed by a board with three aims every year up until 2050. Care providers can 

make specific recommendations of what we want for Bristol. Give you the opportunity to 

speak to those boards. 

Helen 

• no care plan but is in health strand, but really important one is economy because of 

employment and living wage. School leavers or returners.  

Sophie 

• is there a strand for social care? 

Marvin 

• no, for health.  

Helen Holland 

• as Marvin says it is in the health strand. We should look at the economy one, because of 

employment. As it connects to living wage, skills and training and getting people into care 

jobs.  

Sophie  

• How would we get involved? 

Marvin 

• each strand has its own email, grapple with it and send your recommendations in. or we 

could get from the city office into a call and we could discuss it.  



David 

• we want the link to start with it.  

Sophie 

• thanks Marvin, looking forward to working with you.  

 

Skills for Care Webinars 

Sophie 

• just to say that I’ve been asked by Skills for Care to chair a serious of webinars on how we 

support our non-white workers in social care. They are every week at 11am on a Tuesday 

and have lots of interesting speakers. We have had some great feedback so if you are 

interested in the discussions please sign up and share with your networks. Next week is 

on Mental Wellbeing.  

Deian 

• the main issue we have as providers is on visiting, until we get authority from public 

health England we can’t go forward. There is no guidance on this currently, we need more 

guidance.  

Sophie 

• What about community care or staying with family, it is their own residency? 

Mik  

• We have had cases of staying with family then testing before return. We were told not to 

allow garden visits and asked for guidance but couldn’t. had some advice then from PHE 

saying why don’t we try garden visits, others said ask your insurer. 

Deian 

• I had heard on PHE calls of LAs banning garden visits but not near us.  

Sandra 

• The guidance that come out today is on inside visits. Does it say that its limiting to one 

person in a garden? 

Clair  

• still confusion over what having people in garden means for residents. We aren’t being 

grumpy, dementia residents wouldn’t understand.  

Sophie 

• letter about community workers not answering qs about symptoms.  

David 



• related to community nurses needing testing. Directors of public health are now LA 

positions. 

 

Oonagh 

• elevated importance too, they make decisions like can we accept visitors. They would 

know about breakouts  

Sophie 

• breakouts really important, seen big map so maybe something local? 

David 

• something like that in Leicester, looking via postcode. 

Sophie 

• hearing talk of clear masks for LDs 

• Next call 2 weeks away and usual time. 

 

Chat Notes and Links 

Summary 

• Interest in getting involved with survey 

• Confusion around new government visitation guidance 

• How to get recognition for the social care workforce 

• Preparation and lessons learned for second wave 

• Proposed conversation with Directors of Public Health 

Links 

• Sign up for our next call: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/113638931102 

• link to coproduce care’s YouTube channel with both videos ready to save: 

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCJMZQ6O_T37n7YIf3cvu-mQ 

• the survey https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/QB6ZCL2 

• event link for skills for care: 

https://events.skillsforcare.org.uk/skillsforcare/frontend/reg/thome.csp?pageID=301799

&eventID=964&CSPCHD=000001000000sjuKhk2k4A5Du3FHjykPgEolw$fnrrWjr_IkBc 

 

Chat Notes 

• Certainly from my point of view in Bristol, we would welcome a letter and the results of 

the survey.  

• Happy to contribute to survey as we have been though our own 'lessons learnt' exercise.  

• A collective ‘lessons learnt’ for providers to feed into would be an invaluable resource for 

second wave planning 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/113638931102
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCJMZQ6O_T37n7YIf3cvu-mQ
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/QB6ZCL2
https://events.skillsforcare.org.uk/skillsforcare/frontend/reg/thome.csp?pageID=301799&eventID=964&CSPCHD=000001000000sjuKhk2k4A5Du3FHjykPgEolw$fnrrWjr_IkBc
https://events.skillsforcare.org.uk/skillsforcare/frontend/reg/thome.csp?pageID=301799&eventID=964&CSPCHD=000001000000sjuKhk2k4A5Du3FHjykPgEolw$fnrrWjr_IkBc


• Marvin may well mention it as he is very committed to Bristol becoming a Living Wage 

City. 

• Thoughts on registration of the social care workforce as a way of recognition of the 

profession 

• would help with recognition of the social care workforce 

• We have already told our residents' families that we will contact them once we have 

received the guidance and had a chance to look at it 

• I did a phe webinar the other day and some local authorities are saying that they aren't 

allowing outside visits let alone actually coming In.  

• to assist the promotion of the status of social care it would be beneficial to have a 

separate strand or for the title of the strand to either include 'social care' or remove 

'health' otherwise we are hidden behind the NHS and nothing will change.  Perception of 

everything in this. 

• Is this planning to 2050 approach something that all local authorities are doing or just 

BCC? 

• How far is Bristol to another lockdown ?  

• it was Wiltshire and Devon that weren't allowing visits but didn't know about our area 

• Also CQC and PHE are giving conflicting advice. especially regarding healthcare 

professionals  

• Can I make a suggestion that C&S W write to the Directors of Public Health to propose we 

talk to them.  

• Yes, C&SW will follow this up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


